Summary of the canteen committee on February the 14th 2020 at 2.30 pm
Please find below the summary of our meeting
1. Feedback from Love Life who should have contact the unsatisfied family regarding their
answer on the survey.
A new survey will be sent, it will be ready after the February school holidays and explanation
will be mandatory for the unsatisfied family. The survey will also include school staff who eat
in canteen.
2. January feedback from students of secondary school (attachment in French)
The main points are the lack of meat quantity, and the quantities served on vegetables finish
in the garbage.
Question from Love Life : not enough day per week or not enough meat prepared as they can
ask for second service if they want. Canteen staff receive training on food safety and hygiene
every 3‐4 weeks (and now gloves are being used consistently) but they will get a reminder to
follow the rules.
3. Menu of the new period
No comments
4. Update on the marketing vegetables to develop superhero strengths
Our nurse, Mathias should take care of that quickly.
5. Various item
o Love Life will refresh her Facebook page to add the menu
o Vegetarian day : some parents are not happy with that but some other think we should
educate children for many reasons. An option can be to make the vegetarian dishes
on Wednesday as there is less children at the canteen. A communication will be
prepared by the members of this committee to share on Au Fait and also Facebook to
explain why it is good for the children to experiment a free meat day per week. An
option can be to offer eggs for the non vegetarian (on order in advance only). Anyway
this question will be added to the next survey.
o Quantity served at the primary school : Love Life repeat that the children can have a
second or third portion, they just have to ask for it. But some are too shy and that can
explain why they doesn’t ask for more. Love Life will try (first only on Wednesday) to
put extra food on the table so they will be able to have more under the supervision of
the staff. Parents of canteen commission should contact Love Life 24‐hours in advance
in order to take lunch in canteen and to provide feedback afterwards
o The school ask a sample to be kept 5 days at least in case any issues occur so the dished
can be analyzed. Love Life say ok but cost should be took in charge by the school in
case there is no problem discovered and the school should be in charge to implement
the process (when, where, how, …). Muriel Schepens will check what is done on the
other school in the area first. The name of the lab the Lao Ministry of Health uses is
CentralLabThai.com.
o More diversity is requested on the dessert in Thadeua : Love Life will add some fruit
salad, and try to extend the rotation of the dessert.
o commission.cantine@lyceehoffet.org : email for the member of this committee.

